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This is the final article in a five-part series, “Preterism and the Date of the Book of Revelation.”

The previous four articles in this series have answered a number of arguments given by preterists in support of their view that the events
predicted in Revelation 6–19 were fulfilled in the fall of Jerusalem in A.D. 70 and related events. To defend this view preterists argue that the
Book of Revelation was written in A.D. 65–66, that is, before the fall of Jerusalem, and in this way they seek to show that the prophecies have
been fulfilled. Almost all premillennialists, on the other hand, maintain that the book was written about A.D. 95 and that its prophecies are yet
to be fulfilled in the eschaton.

This final article critiques yet another argument preterists use, namely, the idea that the sixth king in Revelation 17 was Nero. For some
preterists this is the strongest argument for their position.1 In fact Gentry refers to this text as “the leading objective evidence for Revelation’s
date of composition.”2 Revelation 17:9–11 says, “Here is the mind which has wisdom. The seven heads are seven mountains on which the
woman sits, and they are seven kings; five have fallen, one is, the other has not yet come; and when he comes, he must remain a little while.
And the beast which was and is not, is himself also an eighth, and is one of the seven, and he goes to destruction.”
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The words “Here is the mind which has wisdom” allude to Daniel 2, 9, 11, and 12, thus indicating that those with spiritual understanding and
wisdom can cognitively and spiritually discern the angel’s explanation of the vision of the beast and the woman in Revelation 17:9b–18.3 This
allusion to Daniel is a clue that Daniel’s prophecy looms large over Revelation 17:9–11. The key issue in these verses is the identity of the
seven kings. There are several approaches to their meaning.

Symbolic Of Roman Rulers
The view of many scholars is that the seven heads and seven kings are symbolic of a complete set of Roman rulers, or possibly world
kingdoms, regardless of how many there actually were. The number seven is regarded as an apocalyptic symbol indicating completeness.4 All
agree that Revelation contains much symbolic language. But the problem with the symbolic interpretation in this text is that the symbol has no
concrete, meaningful referent. If all the text means is that the Roman rule is complete, why is the vision so detailed and particular in noting that
“five have fallen, one is, the other has not yet come; and when he comes, he must remain a little while. And the beast which was and is not, is
himself also an eighth, and is one of the seven, and he goes to destruction.” Also if seven is the number of completion, why add the reference
to the beast as the eighth? The symbolic approach fails to do justice to the intricate details of the text.

Furthermore symbols in Daniel have historical referents. When Daniel interpreted Nebuchadnezzar’s dream, he said, “You are the head of
gold” (Dan. 2:38). The angelic interpreter identified the four beasts as “four kings who will arise from the earth” ( 7:17), and the ram and the
goat are identified as the “kings of Media and
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Persia” and “the king of Greece” (8:20–21). Even more significantly symbols in Revelation have identifiable, specific referents: the seven stars
are seven literal messengers (Rev. 1:20), the seven lampstands are seven literal, historical churches (v. 20), the Lamb is Jesus (5:5–7), the
golden bowls of incense are the prayers of the saints (v. 8), and the dragon is the devil (12:9).5 To make the seven kings in 17:9–11 symbolic
of the full set of Roman rulers fails to take into account the way symbols are used in prophetic literature in the Scriptures.

Successive Roman Emperors
Preterists adopt a different view of the seven kings. In this approach the seven kings are identified as seven individual Roman emperors who
ruled in succession. Preterists say that to determine the date of Revelation one simply must identify the sixth king who was ruling at the time
the Apocalypse was written. “All that is required for determining the chronology indicated by Rev 17:10 is that we find a series of seven kings,
five of whom ‘have fallen,’ the sixth of whom ‘is’ still ruling, and the last of whom was of but a brief reign. The one who ‘is’ will be the king alive
and ruling at the time John wrote Revelation. Then, of course, the discovery of the dates of his reign will serve as the termini within which
Revelation must have been composed.”6

According to this view the seven mountains on which the woman sits are an unmistakable reference to the city of Rome with its seven hills of
Palatine, Aventine, Caelian, Esquiline, Viminal,
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Quirinal, and Capitoline.7 With this background preterists begin the count of Roman “kings” with Julius Caesar and then Nero is the sixth king.
The fact that the reign of Nero was followed by the brief reign of Galba is seen as further historical substantiation of this position.8 The
following is a list of the twelve Roman emperors from Julius Caesar to Domitian.

1. Julius Caesar (49–44 B.C.)
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2. Augustus (27 B.C.–A.D. 14)
3. Tiberius (A.D. 14–37)
4. Caligula (37–41)
5. Claudius (41–54)
6. Nero (54–68)
7. Galba (June 68–January 69)
8. Otho (January–April 69)
9. Vitellius (April–December 69)

10. Vespasian (69–79)
11. Titus (79–81)
12. Domitian (81–96)

However, there are three problems with the notion that the sixth king is Nero.

Variety Of Schemes

There are many different schemes for counting the seven kings in Revelation 17:9–11. Aune lists nine ways of counting the Roman
emperors,9 Beal mentions five schemes for enumerating the emperors in those verses,10 and Ford lists four constructions.11 The number of
emperors in these schemes depends on answers to three questions.12 First, with what emperor should one begin counting—
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Caesar Augustus, Julius Caesar, or even Caligula? The evidence is far from conclusive. Several ancient sources suggest that the list should
begin with Julius Caesar. These include Josephus, The Antiquities of the Jews 18.2.2; 18.6.10; 19.1.11; Sibylline Oracles 5.12–15; 4 Ezra
12:15; and Seutonius, who began his Lives of the Caesars with Julius. Against this view, however, is the fact that Julius Caesar was not part
of New Testament history. Other ancient sources (including Virgil, Aeneid 6.789–97, and Tacitus, Annals 1.1) say Augustus was the first
emperor13 because the Roman Empire was officially established under his rule and because he was the first to be proclaimed emperor.14

Second, are all the emperors to be counted or only those deified by an act of the Senate?

Third, should the brief reigns of Galba, Otho, and Vitellius, all of whom reigned during the eighteen months between Nero’s death and
Vespasian’s capture of Rome on December 21, 69, be excluded from the count?

Unfortunately for preterists, one must be absolutely correct in answering all three of these questions in order to arrive at the proper solution.
And preterists’ answers to these decisions are purely arbitrary.15 As Mounce concludes, “However people try to calculate the seven kings as
Roman emperors, they encounter difficulties that cast considerable doubt on the entire approach.”16 To support their view of the date of
Revelation, Gentry and other preterist interpreters have to begin with Julius Caesar to arrive at Nero as the sixth king. But, as already noted,
the counting can begin with Julius Caesar, Augustus, or even Caligula.17 Beginning
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with Caligula makes Domitian the sixth king. It must also be remembered that there was a seventeen-year gap between the death of Julius
Caesar and the beginning of Augustus’s reign.18

Early-date advocates, however, do not agree among themselves on the answers to these questions. Schaff, who holds to an early date for the
writing of Revelation, excludes Julius Caesar, begins with Augustus as the first emperor, and then leaves out Galba, Otho, and Vitellius, and
thus arrives at Vespasian as the sixth head.19 Hort, also an early-date advocate, says, “To begin counting the emperors from Augustus rather
than Julius is the more correct reckoning of the two.”20 Robinson, who supports the early date, says, “But in Revelation it is clear that the first
king must be Augustus.”21 If it is clear-cut that one should begin counting with Julius, as Gentry alleges, why do a majority of early-date
advocates begin the count with Augustus and end up with Galba (or even Vespasian) as the sixth king? One would expect much greater
agreement among the proponents of a theory on which so much rests.22 Moreover, the modern problem associated with counting the kings is
not due to a lack of historical information. The original audience would have had no more information concerning the succession of emperors
than modern readers, and possibly even less.23

Identity Of The Eighth King

A second reason for rejecting Nero as the sixth king is that the rest of the facts in Revelation 17:9–13 do not fit this identification. Those who
argue that Nero is the sixth king encounter an obstacle when they come to the seventh and especially the eighth king.
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Gentry, who views Nero as the sixth king, says Galba is the seventh king in verse 10, one who comes and remains “a little while.” Gentry
notes that Galba’s reign was very brief—from June 68 to January 15, 69.24 A consistent continuation of this method of interpretation would
lead to Otho (January–April 69), the next Roman emperor after Galba, as the eighth king in verse 11. However, at this point Gentry skips both
Otho and Vitellius (April–December 69) to arrive at Vespasian (69–79) as the eighth king. Gentry seeks to substantiate this view by
contending that the Roman Empire almost disintegrated during the tumultuous years after the death of Nero in A.D. 68, but was revived under
Vespasian, the eighth king, in A.D. 69.25

Acknowledging the difficulty of this interpretation, Gentry explains his justification for skipping Otho and Vitellius to arrive at Vespasian as the
eighth king.

The reference to the “eighth” king (Rev. 17:11) might seem a difficulty for this view. This is because the eighth emperor of Rome



was actually Otho, the second of the interregnum rulers, and not Vespasian, who actually gave life again to the Empire.
Exegetically, it should be noted that in the chronological line of the seven heads/kings, John speaks of the matter with exactness
by use of the definite article. That is, he writes in Revelation 17:10 (we translate it literally): “ the [οι�] five fell, the [ο�] one is, the [ο�]
other not yet come, and whenever he comes a little while it behooves him to remain.” But the definite article is conspicuously
absent in reference to the eighth head/king in Revelation 17:11: “And the beast which was and is not, even he is an eighth.” Of
course, there is no indefinite article in Greek, but the omission of the definite article that clearly and repetitively defined the
chronological series of head/kings (“the five,” the one,” “ the one to come”) vanishes before the eighth is mentioned. Thus, the
eighth is “an eighth.” This indicates that John is not concerned with the number of the particular emperor arising after the seventh
in the Roman Civil War. Rather he is interested solely with the fact that there is one coming soon, who will, as the empire’s
stabilizing head, bring life back to the empire. There is a very important sense in which the revival of the Empire under
Vespasian, was a revival under “an eighth,” who is “of the seven.” It is the same Roman Empire that is brought to life from the
death of the Civil War.. .. The fact that this revival is of an eighth head, however, indicates the rapid recovery of the Beast. That
recovery will come shortly after the demise of the original seven.26
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This interpretation of the eighth king faces three serious problems. First, the novelty of Gentry’s method alone argues strongly against this
view. Gentry cites no other scholars who emphasize the lack of the Greek article. Moreover, would a reader, without a particular viewpoint to
defend, make the shift from Galba to Vespasian, based only on the lack of the definite article? One cannot simply ignore or skip Otho and
Vitellius to arrive at Vespasian to fit a predetermined outcome.27

Second, Revelation 17:8, 11 parallel 13:3, 12, which describe the death and resurrection of the beast as a mimicry of the death and
resurrection of Christ.28 This would seem to require the actual death and resurrection of the beast, not a “near death” experience. Gentry
says, “From June, A.D. 68, through December, A.D. 69, the Roman Empire suffered through a gruesome and severe Civil War that almost
brought the Empire down, and that had reverberations throughout the Empire.”29 The language used in 13:3, 12 of the fatal wound of the beast
is the same language used of Christ’s death in 5:6. Gentry’s view of the near death of the beast (the Roman Empire) fails to fit the details of
the text. The best view is that the death and resurrection of the beast refer to the Antichrist in the end times who will receive a fatal wound and
be healed and establish his rule.30

Third, the mention of the eighth king seems to take the reader to the end of the list. There is no mention of a ninth or tenth king. The eighth
king is the final manifestation of the beast.31 Speaking of the eighth and final form of the beast’s rule, 17:11 says, “and he goes to
destruction.” Gentry says this refers to Vespasian. However, two chapters later (in 19:20) the beast and the false prophet are cast into the lake
of fire, which is the same destruction of the
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final head of the beast described in 17:11. Yet Gentry interprets 19:20 as a reference to Christ’s providential destruction of Nero. 32

Inconsistent Interpretation

As already noted, Gentry maintains that the “seven kings” in 17:9–11 are seven Roman emperors or kings. But in the very next verse (v. 12),
without any justification for the shift, he interprets the “ten kings” as ten Roman kingdoms or provinces: Italy, Achaia, Asia, Syria, Egypt, Africa,
Spain, Gaul, Britain, and Germany.33 Gentry says that the word βασιλεία never means kingdom.34 Yet the ten provinces he identifies as the
ten kings are kingdoms.35

Successive Kingdoms
The best solution to the identity of the seven kings is the view that the seven kings represent seven successive Gentile world powers or
kingdoms,36 followed by the Antichrist as the eighth king. This interpretation
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is supported by the parallels between Revelation 17:9–12 and Daniel 7:17, 23, where references to kings and kingdoms are interchangeable,
thus revealing that a king represents the kingdom he rules. Adopting this interpretation, the eight kingdoms are the eight Gentile world powers
that encompass the sweep of history: Egypt, Assyria, Neo-Babylonia, Persia, Greece, Rome, the reunited Roman Empire in a ten-king form,
and the future kingdom of the beast or final world ruler who will emerge from the reunited Roman Empire.37

This view can be traced all the way back to Andreas of Caesarea (ca. A.D. 600). He said the seven kings in Revelation 17:9–10 represent
seven successive kingdoms, each of which was associated with a specific king: Assyria (Ninus), Media (Arbakus), Babylon
(Nebuchadnezzar), Persia (Cyrus), Macedonia (Alexander), the old Roman Empire (Romulus), and the new Roman Empire (Constantine),
with the eighth (v. 11) being the kingdom of the Antichrist.38 This view of Andreas, which blends the kingdoms and the kings who ruled those
kingdoms, is attractive because in Revelation the beast is present as both a kingdom and the satanically empowered individual who rules that
kingdom.39
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There are minor variations of the successive-kingdom scheme, but almost all of them include Egypt, Assyria, Neo-Babylonia, Medo-Persia,
Greece, historical Rome, the reunited Roman Empire, and then the final world empire under the Antichrist.40 In John’s day the first five
empires or kingdoms had already fallen and Rome was the sixth kingdom, the kingdom described as “one is.”

This is the best view for three reasons.41 First, the seven heads are seven mountains (vv. 9–10), and “mountains” or “hills” often symbolize
kingdoms or empires in the Old Testament and in Jewish writings (Pss. 30:7; 68:15–16; Isa. 2:2; 41:15; Jer. 51:25; Ezek. 35:3; Dan. 2:35;



Hab. 3:11; Zech. 4:7; 1 Enoch 52; Targum of Isaiah 41:15).42

Second, though Rome was known as a city on seven hills, Revelation 17:10 says plainly that the seven mountains are seven kings. The text
requires a strict political identification of the seven mountains with seven kings rather than a geographical location.43

Gentry, however, writes that “the obvious allusion to Rome via the ‘seven hills’ cannot be mistaken. To allow it to refer to something other than
Rome would be a cruel taunting of the original audience.”44 But how could this be a “cruel taunt” if the next phrase tells the reader that the
seven mountains are seven kings? It is wrong to disregard the clear interpretation given by the angel and to try to import a preconceived
meaning. Adding a geographical referent that is foreign to the context of the vision gives the
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seven heads a double meaning not indicated in the verse.45 It also combines a symbolic and literal meaning for the seven hills that is not
derived from the text itself.46

Third, the successive-kingdoms approach fits the Old Testament imagery of the beast and its heads drawn from Daniel 7.47 The imagery of
the seven-headed beast in Revelation 13 and 17 clearly alludes to Daniel 7, where there are four beasts with a total of seven heads (each
beast had one head except for the leopard, which had four). The statement in Revelation 13:2 that the beast is like a leopard, a bear, and a
lion alludes to Daniel 7. Also the ten horns of the beast in Revelation 13:1; and 17:3, 7, 12 recall the ten horns of the fourth beast in Daniel 7.
The four beasts that come up out of the sea and the seven heads on these beasts (Dan. 7) symbolize four great kingdoms. The parallel
between the four beast kingdoms and seven heads in Daniel 7:3–7 and the beast and seven heads in Revelation 17:9–11 is unmistakable.

Moreover, Daniel 7:17 and 23 state that the four beasts are four kings although they in fact represent four kingdoms or empires: Babylon,
Medo-Persia, Greece, and Rome. “These great beasts, which are four in number, are four kings who will arise from the earth” (v. 17). And
verse 23 makes it clear that the beasts are kingdoms. “Thus he said: ‘The fourth beast will be a fourth kingdom on the earth, which will be
different from all the other
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kingdoms.’ ” Clearly then the kings in Revelation 17 represent kingdoms.48

Since Revelation 17:9–11 draws imagery from Daniel 7 and the beasts/kings there are successive kingdoms, it makes sense that the same
principle of interpretation should be applied in Revelation, and the kings in this text should likewise be interpreted as successive kingdoms.
The following table shows significant parallels between Daniel 7:1–8 and Revelation 13:1–2 and 17:9–12.

Daniel 7:1–8 Revelation 13:1–2; 17:9–12

Four beasts (lion, bear, leopard, terrible beast with
ten horns)

One beast that is like a leopard, bear, and lion (13:2) with ten horns
(13:1; 17:3)

Seven heads representing four successive kingdoms Seven heads representing seven successive kingdoms

Four kingdoms Seven kingdoms

Ten horns (v. 7) Ten horns (13:1; 17:3, 12)

Therefore in this interpretation the eight kingdoms in Revelation 17:9–11 represent the following kingdoms and their kings.49

1. Egypt (Pharaohs)
2. Assyria (Assyrian kings)
3. Neo-Babylonia (Nebuchadnezzar)
4. Medo-Persia (Cyrus)
5. Greece (Alexander the Great)
6. Rome (Caesars)
7. Reunited Roman Empire (ten kings)
8. Final Gentile world kingdom (the Antichrist)

While no interpretation of the kings in Revelation 17:9–11 is without difficulty, the successive-kingdoms view avoids the nebulous nature of the
symbolic view, is consistent with the Old Testament imagery from Daniel 7, and provides a consistent interpretation of the eight kings. For
these reasons this is the preferred view. Therefore Revelation 17:9–11 offers no support for the early date of Revelation based on the idea
that Nero is the sixth king.
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Conclusion
While contemporary preterism has other weaknesses, the Achilles heel of this view is the date of Revelation. The entire preterist system is
built on the mid-sixties date of Revelation. If the traditional A.D. 95 date, or any date after A.D. 70, is correct, the preterist view cannot stand.
In defending the Neronic date for Revelation preterists consider the internal evidence in Revelation to be their greatest strength. However,
when considered one piece at a time, their internal evidence is unimpressive. It seems unwise to build an entire eschatological framework on
the foundation of an early date of Revelation, which at best is strongly disputed.
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